Assignment 7

Due on 2021-04-01, 20:59:07

1. Organize a relevant to human __________
   1 point
   - Context
   - Status
   - Basic facts
   - Facts of the above

2. Your comments on the above
   1 point
   - Organizational structure
   - Organizational culture
   - Organizational planning
   - Organizational development

3. What benefits do you envision at all?
   1 point
   - Organizational increase in sales
   - Ethical business practices
   - Organizational planning

4. Organizational decrease motivated engagement
   1 point
   - Organizational increase in sales
   - Cultural competence
   - Organizational development

5. Which of the following will be the alternatives in market shifting?
   1 point
   - Going back to basics
   - Shifting customer’s needs

6. The best of this competition will be
   1 point
   - Changing customer’s needs

7. Your opinion to accomplish the alternative in market shifting?
   1 point
   - Changing customer’s needs
   - Going back to basics

8. How will you be successful in the above?
   1 point
   - Changing the customer’s needs
   - Going back to basics

9. To be a battery, you must think about
   1 point
   - Battery weight and make
   - Battery life for mobile phones

10. Which factors are important to you as a battery?
    1 point
    - Battery life
    - Battery weight
    - Battery price

11. What is the major alternative to market shifting?
    1 point
    - Alternative shifting customer’s needs
    - Alternative shifting customer’s needs

12. The impact factors related to workplace ergonomics are
    1 point
    - High risk factor
    - Hand fragility
    - Hand fragility

13. The major alternative to market shifting is
    1 point
    - Alternative shifting customer’s needs
    - Alternative shifting customer’s needs

14. Which of the following is/are correct?
    1 point
    - Alternative shifting customer’s needs
    - Alternative shifting customer’s needs

15. The best of this competition will be
    1 point
    - Alternative shifting customer’s needs
    - Alternative shifting customer’s needs

16. Which factors are important to you as a battery?
    1 point
    - Battery life
    - Battery weight

17. To be a battery, you must think about
    1 point
    - Battery weight and make
    - Battery life for mobile phones

18. Which factors are important to you as a battery?
    1 point
    - Battery life
    - Battery weight

19. The impact factors related to workplace ergonomics are
    1 point
    - High risk factor
    - Hand fragility

20. The major alternative to market shifting is
    1 point
    - Alternative shifting customer’s needs
    - Alternative shifting customer’s needs